How to arrive:
·Travelling by car from the north
Coming from Chiasso or Brenner on the motorway A1 you must exit at FIRENZE/IMPRUNETA, pay at toll booth.
Take immediate first right signposted Siena and Poggibonsi and you will find yourself on a dual carriageway.
Follow sign for Siena and exit at POGGIBONSI NORD, then follow signposts for San Gimignano.

·Travelling by car from the south
Take the motorway A1 Roma-Milano direction North, exit at VALDICHIANA, then follow the road signs for Siena.
At Siena take the dual carriageway in direction Firenze.
Exit at POGGIBONSI NORD, then follow signs road for San Gimignano.

·Travelling by car from Pisa Airport
Drive right out of the car park and then bear to the right and follow sign indicating SGC FI-PI-LI to Firenze;
you will go straight on the motorway (free motorway), exit at EMPOLI OVEST, then take SS 429 to Certaldo,
follow signposts for San Gimignano.
Before arriving to the town (1,5 Km from the town), turn right at a roundabout following signposts indicating Gambassi
and then follow instruction in the box below.
www.pisa-airport.com

·Travelling by car from Florence Airport
On leaving the airport turn right (signposted A1-A11),exit at BOLOGNA/ROMA and join A1 (direction ROMA),
you must exit at FIRENZE/IMPRUNETA.
Take immediate first right signposted Siena and Poggibonsi and you will find yourself on a dual carriageway.
Follow sign for Siena and exit at POGGIBONSI NORD, follow signposts for San Gimignano.
www.aeroporto.firenze.it

·Travelling by train
After arriving at FIRENZE S.M.N. station take the train for Siena getting off at Poggibonsi.
From Pisa airtort railway station, take the train for Siena, change at Empoli station, get off at Poggibonsi.
From Siena take the train for Firenze and get off at Poggibonsi.
There you can take the bus.
Inside the Poggibonsi station there is a newsagent where you can buy bus ticket to San Gimignano.
The bus stop is just in front of the station.
Out of the station you can also find a TAXI.
www.trenitalia.com

·Travelling by bus
Take the bus for San Gimignano, ask to driver to be put off the bus at bus stop called "STRADA" situated
at the crossroad (roundabout) for GAMBASSI (approx. 1Km from the house) as you can see in the attached map.
www.tiemmespa.it

Cross the town of San Gimignano in the direction Certaldo, proceed for 1,5 Km and turn left at a roundabout
following signposts indicating Gambassi, then proceed along this road for 600 metres and you will see
on the right a signpost indicating the speed limit at 50 Km/h then just after 200 metres turn left, there is a sign
indicating “Montese Nuova”.
Proceed straight for 200 metres and you will find the house on left hand side of the road.
Just arrived, Mafalda and Olivia (two dogs), will welcome you.
GPS Coordinates: 43,47539 11,01897

Address:
Loc. Cellole-Montese 40/a
53037 - San Gimignano
Tel. 0577 941673
Cell. 347 6011808

